
 

 

What is INTALInC? 

 

Our mission is to provide the evidence to en-

sure that every human being has a basic right to 

affordable, safe, clean and reliable mobility re-

sources, with a particular focus on meeting the 

accessibility needs of low income populations 

and excluded communities. 

Since January 2017, the International Net-

work for Transport and Accessibility in Low 

Income Communities (INTALInC) has worked 

to build collaborative, cross disciplinary part-

nerships in order to gain a better understand-

ing of issues impacting on mobility across the 

Global South. 

INTALInC, initially funded by the ESRC’s Global 

Research Challenge Fund and coordinated by 

the University of Leeds, has twenty core part-

ners based in Europe, Africa, Asia and South 

America, as well as a global membership of 

individuals working in academia, policy mak-

ing, government and non-governmental or-

ganisations . 

 

What does INTALInC do? 

 

INTALInC has brought together members for 

five ‘research into practice’ workshops, held at 

our partner institutions. 

Each workshop was held in a different country: 

Bangladesh, Ghana, Nigeria, South Africa and 

Uganda; and focused on a different aspect of 

mobility. We have looked at accessibility as it 

relates to school children and market traders in 

Cape Coast, working women in Dhaka, slum-

dwellers in Lagos, peripheral, low income com-

munities in Cape Town, and policy makers in 

Kampala. Each workshop has combined 

presentations from academics and key local 

stakeholders with fieldtrips, giving participants 

the opportunity to witness local conditions 

first hand. Through these workshops, events 

and intermediary webinars, we have facilitated 

co-production of knowledge  working within a 

broad constituency of transport and social de-

velopment related fields.  
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How can I get involved? 

 

We are constantly seeking to expand the IN-

TALInC network and are currently developing 

partnerships with organisations across South 

America, as well as maintaining our current 

links in Europe, Africa and Asia. 

Individuals can sign up to the network to re-

ceive regular newsletters, or follow our activi-

ties on Twitter @INTALInC. To stay in touch, 

please go to intalinc.leeds.ac.uk, or email us at: 

e.l.tsoneva@leeds.ac.uk 


